
RChilli Search & 
Match Engine 2.0
RChilli Search & Match API allows you to search and match 
candidates and jobs with great relevancy and accuracy than 
simple database searching and matching algorithms.

It filters resume data according to global industry-standard ontologies 
and taxonomies. You can search resume or JD based on your search 
keyword out of the total resumes and JDs indexed. And also, find 
resumes/jobs matching your input documents. 

The lightning-fast cluster computing technology of Search & Match 
Engine will help you get the perfect candidate through normalized 
and enriched data e.g. skills/ competency, domain, location, 
education, city, company, and job title. 



What Does RChilli Search & 
Match Engine 2.0 Offer?

FEATURE NAME:
Geographical Search

DESCRIPTION:

You can filter your search according to geographies and easily find a localized candidate. 
You can search using Geocodes/City, State, Country or select a distance range like KM or mile.

USER REQUIREMENT:

“I want to hire candidates from my region. Is there a way I can get search results of the 
candidates who belong to or reside in my region?”

HOW DOES SEARCH & MATCH ENGINE 2.0 HELP?

Higher job satisfaction to the candidate
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FEATURE NAME:
Filters and Facets

DESCRIPTION:

Filters and Facets are two ways to help users refine their query and discover more about the 
search.

USER REQUIREMENT:

“What is the best way to enhance my search and get relevant and accurate search results?”

“I spend a lot of time sorting out my search results to find the relevant one. How can I refine 
my search?”

HOW DOES SEARCH & MATCH ENGINE 2.0 HELP?

Get perfect candidates who match your criteria
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FEATURE NAME:
Pagination

DESCRIPTION:
Pagination helps the users to get complete data in batches. It has a page size that means you 
can customize the number of records you want to fetch in one API call.

USER REQUIREMENT:

“My search/match query finds a large number of documents. How do I ensure to see the 
entire data in a structured format?”

HOW DOES SEARCH & MATCH ENGINE 2.0 HELP?

Get preferred candidate in the top results
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HOW DOES SEARCH & MATCH ENGINE 2.0 HELP?

Get perfect candidates who match your criteria

FEATURE NAME:
Custom Weightage/Scoring

DESCRIPTION:
It helps to differentiate your search with Good-to-Have/Must-to-Have. Get the score of your 
search in search result based on the search keyword found in the resume.

USER REQUIREMENT:

“Is there a way I can know how relevant the match is to my search query ?”
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About RChilli
RChilli is the most trusted partner for Parsing, Matching, and Data Enrichment Market 

for Global Recruiting Platforms. Its clients are ATS, job boards, and enterprises that need 
the ability to parse large amounts of resumes/jobs in a scalable manner. They get perfect 

candidates quickly by using its automated parsing, matching, and scoring system.

SCHEDULE A CALL

https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/lovepreet/rchilli-sales-introduction

